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OPENING SHOT
The ERC Junior Championship’s opening round in Latvia proved
a tremendous success. And, it made for fantastic action!
Picture: ERC Media

WRC FEATURES NEW

ROUTE FOR RALLY MEXICO
This year Mexico will once again play host to a World Rally
Championship. Rally Guanajuato Mexico has become quite
a classic on the official FIA WRC calendar, thanks to the
innovative additions it makes every year aimed at further
testing the rally drivers. This year the event will be held
from 06 - 09 March.
Words: H&H / Picture: Citroën Racing.
The competition taking place in the municipalities of
León, Silao and Guanajuato will see an increase in the number of
special stages. This year’s event will provide a thrilling 401.77km
of pure speed during these stages, compared to the 396.82km
last year (and will have a total of 1,037.43km).
To make things even more exciting for fans, motorsport’s
governing body ruled that at least 25 percent of the distance
covered during any rally must be made up of special stages. This

year’s event will feature 39 percent, making what is already known
as one of the calendar’s tightest events even more appealing.
The traditional ceremonial start in Guanajuato’s city
centre will take place on Thursday 6 March to be immediately
followed by the Monster Street Stage in Guanajuato at 20h09 for
the 1.01km street stage.
On Friday 7 March, the route will take to the dirt roads for
the first time where they will face a total of 425.62km, including
147.88km of competitive sections, with the additional spectacle of
two new stages at the Parque Guanajuato Bicentenario.
On top of all this, there will be two chances to see the
cars at Los Mexicanos (9.40km), El Chocolate (44.03km), and Las
Minas (15.70km) on their two passes. The day’s events will be
brought to a close with the popular Michelin Super Special Stage
at Leon’s racetrack.

KAJTO TALKS TO H&H IN LATVIA

In last weekend’s ERC Rally Liepāja, one of biggest
stars on the entry list besides Brian Boufﬁer and
Craig Breen was four-time Polish Rally Champion
Kajetan Kajetanowicz. Driving in an unknown
country, on unfamiliar stages and conditions, the
Pole showed fantastic speed to ﬁnish fourth.
Words: Liga Stirna / Picture: Kriss Karnitis
Despite ending Rally Liepāja just one step from
the podium, Kajto, as he is called in Poland, was smiling
and laughing. “Yes, it was fun! Big fun!” he said in Parc
Ferme. “It was really fast winter. Now I know more
about driving on big studs on snow, as this was my ﬁrst
time. It’s not easy, I know that now.”
LS: What will you remember from this rally in
Latvia?
KK: Speed! (Laughs) Many fast corners, really fast, but
difﬁcult and very demanding stages. I really like this
rally! I hope to return next year. This rally is very good
for experience. Best stage? I don’t remember. Fantastic
work from my team, and thanks to them!
LS: Do you plan to contest the Estonian ERC round
in summer?
KK: We will see. Our next event is the Acropolis Rally,
but I’m not sure what will be next for me: Greece or
Ireland.

UNLUCKY BOUFFIER AND LATVIA
News that Bryan Boufﬁer had entered for Latvia’s ERC
round spread like wild ﬁre while he was ﬁghting for victory
in ﬁrst event of the new WRC season, Rallye Monte-Carlo.
Unfortunately, Rally Liepāja wasn’t as successful for
the experienced Frenchman as Monte where he ﬁnished
second overall. In Latvia: retirement. H&H spoke with
Boufﬁer about his impressions of this country he visited
for the very ﬁrst time.
Words: Liga Stirna / Picture: ERC Media

LS: Your rally travels are incredible: from France to Africa,
and now you’ve added Latvia.
BB: Not really in Africa: on the French island of Reunion; it was
part of the African Rally Championship. We know that this is a
French island, because it cost us a lot of money (laughs)! The
Latvian winter is okay. It’s strange because it’s cold, but there
is no snow. We toured the country and saw a big river with ice
- I haven’t seen somethign like this before. We had very warm
welcome here, and I’m happy to be in Latvia.

LS: Why did you choose Latvia, as there are some famous
and legendary events on the ERC calendar such as Ypres
and Barum Rally Czech?
BB: We were trying to go to Jannerrallye in Austria in January,
but it wasn’t possible and we then pushed for second, the Latvian
round. We’ll push to race again.

LS: Which stage did you like the most here?
BB: All the stages are nice, but maybe it is the longest one, SS2
and SS8 (Ēdole) with 32km.

LS: What will be your next event after Rally Liepāja?
BB: I don’t know yet. We were focused on Romania, but this
event has been cancelled. So we’ll try to drive Acropolis Rally:
that is our next target. But, at the moment, I’m not sure. Of
course, I’ll try to do more, but we will see.
LS: You are three time Polish champion. Why you choose
to drive this country?
BB: I’m driving the Polish Championship because my co-driver
lives in Warsaw. I don’t know where he comes from, but for sure
he lives in Poland (laughs)!

LAPPI SLIDES TO LATVIAN VICTORY
The European Rally Championship (ERC) continued its
season in Latvia with its second and last winter event,
the Rally Liepāja.
Won by Essapekka Lappi (Škoda
Motorsport Fabia S2000), the Finnish driver continued
his charge in the ERC.
Words: Līga Stirna. / Pictures: Krišs Karnītis

This time, the Latvian event provided conditions even
locals couldn’t understand: freezing temperature but no snow.
The roads were frozen through and became real stud killers.
After recce, the main topic in all conversations was about
tyres: which to use, which studs and some even thoughts to
use gravel tyres with no now or ice on the stages. The recce
runs even saw dust kicked up, adding to the perplexing nature
of the event!
Rally action was divided in two parts: first run of
the stages, and then the second. In the second run, all crews
were faster with some drivers improving their times by two
minutes (!) and those that took to the stages first served as
road sweepers.

From the first stage, the fight for lead was between
Lappi and the young Russian driver Vasiliy Gryazin (Sport
Racing Technologies Ford Fiesta S2000), driving under a Latvian
license. The Finn won six stages and Gryazin two, but at the
end of the opening day they were separated by just 2.6sec.
In SS2, Bryan Bouffier slid wide off the road and into
a strawbale, damaging his Citroën DS3 RRC’s radiator to force
his retirement.
Day Two saw much of the same from Day One, but
with much faster runs on the stages. The fight between Lappi
and Gryazin continued as both were in beneficial and lower
running positions. They traded positions several times until
Gryazin’s Ford Fiesta S2000 lost all gears but fourth. In service

park , Gryazin’s mechanics managed to change the gearbox with
time to spare but too much time was lost in stages and Russian
driver was unable to catch Lappi in the rally’s ﬁnal section. At the
ﬁnish of SS12, Lappi’s lead was 34.7sec. Craig Breen added another
podium place to his second place in last year’s edition.
Latvia got her winner with Jānis Vorobjovs, who won in
ERC Production Cup, and the very ﬁrst ERC Junior Championship
win went to Czech Jan Černy.
This Latvian ERC event “plays” with its slogan; last year
it was “This winter is hot” and this time it was “This winter is fast.”
Last year just before rally, a winter thaw took control and nearly
ruined all the fun. This year, with the lack of snow the roads became
blindingly fast. Maybe to avoid unexpected surprises next year,
organizers should use slogan “This winter is winter…”
Final Overall Classiﬁcation:
01) E. Lappi/J. Ferm
Skoda Fabia S2000 - 02h 13m 11.5s
02) V. Gryazin/D. Chumak
Ford Fiesta S2000 + 34.7s
03) C. Breen/S. Martin
Peugeot 207 S2000 + 01m 36.8s
04) K. Kajetanowicz/J. Baran
Ford Fiesta R5 + 02m 35.5s
05) S. Wiegan/F. Christian
Skoda Fabia S2000 + 03m 16.1s
06) J. Vorobjovs/A. Mālnieks
Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution X + 05m 42.6s
07) V. Pushkar/I. Mishyn
Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution X R4 + 06m 50.8s
08) S. Travnikov/A. Bashmakov
Mitsubishi Lancer Evo IX R4 + 07m 15.9s
09) M. Samuitis/R. Šaučikovas
Mitsubishi Lancer Evo X R4 + 07m 23.2s
10) J. Černý/P. Kohout
Peugeot 208 R2 + 08m 37.2s

SWEDISH SNOW SET

FOR SIDEWAYS SURPRISES
There is only one true winter rally in the 2014 WRC
season, and that honour is reserved for the WRC Rally
Sweden this week. Round Two of the Championship
started on Wednesday evening with a Super Special
Stage on Karlstad’s horse racing track. Scheduled to
end on Saturday afternoon, this event is undoubtedly
a frenetic test of man and machine boasting the of the
highest average speeds on the calendar.
Words: H&H / Picture: Citroën Racing
Interestingly, the first time that Rally Sweden was
contested studded tyres were not allowed. Now, tyres are
covered in 384 studs to give the cars high levels of grip. These
adapted gravel tyres are only half of the changes necessary to
survive the snow banks... With narrow lines, defined braking
marks and sheer ice to contend with at high speeds, drivers
and co-drivers’ concentration levels cannot be disrupted.
Adjusting the differentials and suspension, there
are almost infinite combinations available to the drivers. The
changing road conditions as the studs rip up the surface and
the ever-changing weather conditions make for a somewhat
equal footing for all competitors. Add to that the fact that
the running order will play a part in this week’s rally results
too, watch as the top WRC crews play a game of tactics to

outsmart their rivals...
The 2014 edition’s contested over four days covering
a total of 1,583km, and 24 stages with a competitive distance
of 324km. Leading after last night’s first stage, Andreas
Mikkelsen (Volkswagen Motorsport) held team-mate Sébastien
Ogier and returning sensation Ott Tänak (Ford Fiesta RS WRC)
in third behind him.
Thursday’s action is set to start in neighbouring
Norway at the Torsby ski stadium with a 7.03km stage run
twice, and then return to Sweden for two loops of Kirkener
(7.16km) and Finnskogen (16.82km). Friday will cover 9 stages
familiar to all WRC crews: Lesjöfors (15km), Fredriksberg
(18.15km), Rämmen (22.76km) all repeated in the afternoon
loop followed by the Hagfors Sprint (1.87km) and Karlstad
Horse Race Track (1.9km) stage running in the evening.
The final leg takes in eight speed tests on Saturday around
Hagfors. This includes Hara (11.32km), Torntop (19.26km),
Vargasen (24.63km) and Varmullsasen (15.87km) tests. The
second run on Varmullsasen will be the Power Stage. The rally
is scheduled to finish on Saturday in the centre of Karlstad,
from 17h24.

CLOSING SHOT
Winter rallying is very spectacular@
Picture: ERC Media

